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Research Article
A compact representation of human
actions by sliding coordinate coding
Runwei Ding1, Qianru Sun2, Mengyuan Liu3 and Hong Liu1
Abstract
Human action recognition remains challenging in realistic videos, where scale and viewpoint changes make the problem
complicated. Many complex models have been developed to overcome these difficulties, while we explore using low-level
features and typical classifiers to achieve the state-of-the-art performance. The baseline model of feature encoding for
action recognition is bag-of-words model, which has shown high efficiency but ignores the arrangement of local features.
Refined methods compensate for this problem by using a large number of co-occurrence descriptors or a concatenation
of the local distributions in designed segments. In contrast, this article proposes to encode the relative position of visual
words using a simple but very compact method called sliding coordinates coding (SCC). The SCC vector of each kind of
word is only an eight-dimensional vector which is more compact than many of the spatial or spatial–temporal pooling
methods in the literature. Our key observation is that the relative position is robust to the variations of video scale and
view angle. Additionally, we design a temporal cutting scheme to define the margin of coding within video clips, since visual
words far away from each other have little relationship. In experiments, four action data sets, including KTH, Rochester
Activities, IXMAS, and UCF YouTube, are used for performance evaluation. Results show that our method achieves
comparable or better performance than the state of the art, while using more compact and less complex models.
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Introduction
Human action recognition has shown its significance in a
large amount of applications from video surveillance to
human–machine interaction.1 Nevertheless, to achieve
high efficiency and robustness remains challenging due
to the difficulties caused by variations, such as actor
appearances, view angles, object scales, and so on. Some
previous approaches aim at directly representing how
human body moves using silhouette motion,2 pose match-
ing,3 and shape templates.4 The recent tendency is to sum-
marize the overall video appearance, often utilizing
spatial–temporal interest points (STIPs)5–9 and local fea-
tures, such as 3D gradients,10 3D Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT),11 and Histogram of Oriented Gradient
(HOG)–Histograms of Oriented Optical Flow (HOF)12 to
build a global representation. These methods have shown
great robustness against the scale variance and
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background noises in realistic videos such as Hollywood
movies.12 One key consideration in previous works is
known as the bag-of-words (BoW)13 representation,
where local features are quantized to a dictionary of code-
words by the clustering algorithm, for example, K-means,
then each video is summarized as a distribution histogram,
which means only one vector is enough for the represen-
tation of the action video. Therefore, BoW has become
rapidly popular and the modified BoW models have been
constantly developed.14,15,8,16
The success of BoW model is due to the avoidance of
preprocessing, such as background subtraction, body mod-
eling, and motion estimation, and their robustness to slight
scale variance and background noises. However, the key
problem of BoW is the ignorance of any spatial–temporal
arrangement such as motion trajectory, before–after
arrangement, or relative layout of human–object. This
problem could cause different classes of action with similar
sub-actions to be wrongly recognized as one. In order to
solve this problem, many alternatives attempt to model the
relationships between neighbor or co-occurrence visual
words. Related work could be roughly divided into three
categories: (1) using space–time binning method in video
segments formed globally at the level of video12,17–19;
(2) using the word-centered way where multiple sub-bins
or top ranked words are used to describe the local
neighborhood of the centered word;14,20 and (3) coding the
co-occurrence (on a single frame or in the whole video)
information between all pairwise words.8,15,21,22
Most of these methods concentrate on the local or pair-
wise neighborhood information. In contrast, this article
explores the global view of visual words in the video space.
We propose the sliding coordinates coding (SCC) to encode
the relative arrangement around each kind of word (the first
contribution). In each sliding step, we regard the video space
as a 3D Cartesian coordinate system, assign a word as the
origin, and compute the counting weight of every other word
according to the temporal distance between this word and the
origin. Then, the relative arrangement around the origin
word is the accumulation of the counting weights of
distinct-labeled words in each quadrant. Note that we use a
Gaussian mixture model to decide which quadrant a word
belongs to, getting a soft assignment of the quadrant label.
After sliding the origin across all words in the video, each
word gets an eight-dimensional vector representing the rela-
tive arrangement around it. Summing the vectors of the
same-labeled words results in the final descriptor called SCC
vector. Some important aspects of SCC are summarized:
1. The spatial–temporal information is embedded into
the SCC vector. Therefore, it does not require any
post-processing in the scenarios of action
recognition.
2. SCC encodes the arrangement of visual words by
relative information; hence, it has high robustness
to different action situations with scene changes.
3. SCC representation is more compact than many
other spatial or spatial–temporal pooling methods.
4. SCC works with sparse sampling or dense sampling
for local feature extraction, and with hard assign-
ment or soft assignment for clustering, as long as
they can provide the set of visual words.
5. The dimensionality of SCC vector is just eight times
of the size of visual dictionary, that is, the number
of clusters.
6. SCC relies on the relative arrangement of visual
words, which is entirely objective in each action
class. Hence, it dose not involve any extra para-
meter, for example, the pyramid level14 or the size
of temporal bins.19
Recent action data sets mostly contain long-range
human activities, for example, getting close and giving a
punch to another person,19 taking out the cup then pooling
water then drinking the water off,23 etc. In order to deal
with such data sets, we propose to segment the long video
into non-overlapped clips by using a temporal cutting
scheme (the second contribution). This scheme involves
the computation of error processing criterion and naturally
relies on the density change of visual words during the
observation of the activity. Temporal cutting scheme aims
at packaging nearby words that belong to the same small
action. Using such a cutting scheme enables the local SCC
in one clip to record not only the relative arrangement but
also the co-occurrence/nearby relationships of visual
words. After computing the SCC vectors in clips, all vec-
tors are summarized into a global SCC vector by summing
the vector elements according to the label indices.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In “Related
work” section, we reviewed the relative human action rec-
ognition works. The computation of the SCC vector in an
unsegmented video is presented in “Shifting coordinates
coding” section. Temporal cutting scheme and global SCC
are implemented in “Temporal cutting scheme” section. In
“Experiments and discussions” section, we evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed method in four public data sets. In
“Conclusion and future work” section, we concluded the
method and lined out future work.
Related works
Human action recognition has been studied extensively in
the field of computer vision. Given the significant litera-
ture, we focus on the work which is most relevant to our
proposal. The basis of the proposed method is the set of
visual words derived from clustering. Different actions may
be composed by the same appearance of visual words in
different space–time arrangement. Therefore, the most
recent progress is due to new local features and models
capturing the spatial–temporal arrangement of local fea-
tures or between human and objects. Related works are
roughly divided into two categories in this article.
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Space-time binning based methods
This kind of method captures high-level structure by the
space–time binning on the whole set of local features. For
example, the video is partitioned globally into short clips,
then the histogram of prior frames is different from that of
after frames.24,17,19 Ryoo19 proposed to use integral histo-
grams to model how the word distribution changes over a
sequence of segments. Such kind of temporal binningmethod
has the problem of making the mode sensitive to the time
shifts. Besides the temporal binning, Brendel and Todoro-
vic25 introduced a generative model describing the space–
time structure as a weighted directed graph defined on the
over-segmentation of a video. This method learns the struc-
ture of complex human activities, in terms of relevant sub-
activities and their spatiotemporal relations. However, this
model lacks the ability to discriminatively disambiguate
between repeated structures in videos and the actual parts of
the activity. Chen and Grauman26 proposed an irregular sub-
graph model in which local topological changes are allowed.
Using fixed-size bins always assumes that the proper scale is
known or can be estimated for all actions. However, such
uniformity is not an inherent character of local features, espe-
cially when feature extraction methods are very different.
To deal with scale changes, grid representation in con-
junction with the pyramid coding has become very popu-
lar.27,12,28,29 The common idea is to cut the video into a
sequence of increasingly finer grids and computes the
BoW/Fisher vector in each grid, finally concatenating all
vectors. However, the final vector always has high dimen-
sionality depending not only on the cluster number but also
on the bin size and the pyramid level. In contrast, the pro-
posed method is much more compact, since the dimension
of SCC vector is just the linear times of the cluster number.
Moreover, the proposed method has an advantage that we
do not have to choose additional parameters for binning and
pyramiding, since we use the coordinate system to segment
the video space automatically during the sliding process.
Neighborhood based methods
Several alternatives of BoW model attempt to capture the
word arrangement by the statistics of neighborhood/co-
occurrence pairwise words. Savarese et al.15 introduced a
spatial–temporal correlogram, which records the co-
occurrences of words in local space–time regions. It used
multiple scaled local regions as neighborhood scopes
where the size of the region is manually specified. In order
to encode the global structure of the action video, Liu et al.8
computed the directional relationship between pairwise
words in the range of the whole video.
Ryoo and Aggarwal22 designed a spatio-temporal match
kernel to measure the structural similarity between two
feature sets extracted from different videos. This kernel
explicitly compares the temporal relationships (e.g. before
and during) as well as the spatial relationships (e.g. near
and far) between local features in the 3D space. To avoid
using space–time bins of local features, Kovashka and
Grauman14 proposed to use ranked nearby words for
describing the neighborhood around the center word. Simi-
larly to pyramid methods, they extracted the neighborhood
information using multilevel vocabularies. However, the
pyramid number should be decided in prior, and the feature
dimensionality cannot be controlled by the method itself. In
contrast, our proposed method offers a global view at the
word arrangement by computing the relative position
between distinct words, for which the dimensionality of the
action descriptor is constrained by the size of vocabulary
(i.e. the number of clusters). Moreover, our sliding manner
ensures the final descriptor to represent the holistic word
arrangement in the video space.
Shifting coordinates coding
For classifying images, Penatti et al.30 extracted the
arrangement of visual words in images using a method
called word spatial arrangement (WSA). WSA divides the
image plane into four quadrants every time it meets a word
then counts the number of features in each quadrant. It is
simple but effective for computing the relative arrangement
of image parts. Inspired by this work, we propose the SCC
to encode the relative arrangement of spatial–temporal
words in videos. The intuition of relative position in a
three-frame clip is shown in Figure 1. Nevertheless, SCC
is not a simple 3D extension of WSA. We have three
refined points: (1) we use the soft assignment to decide
which quadrant the word belongs to, and we show our
difference with WSA in Figure 2; (2) since the action video
is time-related and the relative relationship between visual
words occurring too far from each other has little meaning,
we give a counting weight to each word based on the tem-
poral distance between the word and the current origin,
while Penatti’s method counts “1” each time it meets a
word; and (3) for computing SCC vector in long-range
human activities, we propose a temporal cutting scheme
as a complementary.
Figure 1. The intuition of relative position in a three-frame clip.
With respect to other words, the origin word is located on the
left horizontally, in the middle vertically, and occurs after most
words in the time axis. “Q1” indicates quadrant 1.
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Prior assumption
The basis of the proposed method is the set of visual words.
Hence, it is assumed that local features have been extracted
and labeled through preprocessing of feature extraction and
clustering. Let us assume that the video V contains a set of
N visual words wi at absolute pixel position pi ¼ ðxi; yi; tiÞ
with the feature vector fi, and each word has been assigned
a discrete label ci 2 ½1; 2; :::;K from a visual vocabulary
containing K entries. The location of the visual words can
be determined using STIPs/cuboids/dense trajectories.6,5,31
Local feature vector can be obtained by 3D-SIFT/3D-gra-
dient/HoG–HoF11,10,32,31 and so on. Once the set of local
features is extracted, they are quantized into a set of dis-
crete labels using a vocabulary generated by the clustering
algorithm.
In the following algorithms, we assume that all visual
words are detected in a strict order of the observation
sequence, that is, 8i; j, if i <j, then ti  tj. Thus, each video
clip V is initially described as a sequence of word tuples
V ¼ fwigNi¼ 1 ¼ fðpi; σsi ; σti; fi; ciÞgNi¼ 1 (1)
where σs and σt are the spatial and temporal scale generated
during the feature extraction.12 The absolute position in the
video space is represented by pi ¼ ðxi; yi; tiÞ, but the fea-
ture vector fi indicates the location in the feature space.
Coding algorithm
In the video space, SCC first assigns one word as the origin,
divides the clip into M quadrants by X-Y-T axis, for exam-
ple, it is the 3D Cartesian coordinate system whenM ¼ 8,
then counts the occurrences of distinct-labeled words.
Assuming that word wi is the current origin and the
quadrant index is m 2 f1; 2; :::;Mg, the SCC vector ele-
ment of wi is computed as follows
sccði;mÞ ¼
X
cj 6¼ ci
wj 2 Qi;m
hðwi;wjÞ (2)
where Qi;m represents the set of words located in the mth
quadrant when wi is the origin. The function hðwi;wjÞ is the
counting weight of wj computed by equation (5).
In the algorithm of WSA,30 each word is assigned one
quadrant index according to its position in the 2D image
plane. In contrast, we use a mixture model to compute a
soft assignment of the quadrant to make the proposed
method more robust to the rotations of view angle. For a
word wj, we have its absolute angle j;i in the coordinate
system where wj is the origin. In order to compute the
probability of a word belonging to a certain quadrant, the
following mixture model is formed
Pðj;iÞ ¼
XM
m¼ 1
 mf ðj;ijm;kmÞ (3)
where  m, m ¼ 1; :::;M , are the mixture weights, satisfy-
ing the constraint that
PM
m¼ 1 i ¼ 1, and f ðj;ijm; kmÞ,
m ¼ 1; 2; :::;M , are the von Mises components. Each com-
ponent density is a von Mises probability density function
of the form as follows
f ðj;ijm; kmÞ ¼
ekm cosðxmÞ
2πI0ðkmÞ (4)
where I0 is the modified Bessel function of order 0, m is a
measure of location (the distribution is clustered
around m), and km is a measure of concentration/disper-
sion. In the formulation above, the parameter set
f m; m; kmg; m ¼ 1; 2; :::;M , are estimated by the max-
imum likelihood algorithm, for which angle samples are
computed by random pairs of visual words.
In another aspect, the counting weight always equals to
1 in the algorithm of WSA.30 In the case of video, an
intuition is that the words far away from the origin word
should decrease their weights in counting. For images, it is
important to measure the spatial nearness for recognizing
one object from the whole image which contains back-
grounds and other objects. In our case, the nearness is
measured just on the T-axis, since it is assumed that local
features are extracted without backgrounds. The formula to
compute the counting weight of wj when wi is the origin
word is given as
hðwi;wjÞ ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2π
p  aσti
exp ðti  tjÞ
2
2  ðaσtiÞ2
 !
(5)
where σti is the temporal scale obtained in local feature
extraction, and a is the tolerance multiplier chosen in
experiments.
SCC assigns the origin from one word to another in a
sliding manner until all words are traversed. Algorithm 1
gives the details of this coding process locally from the
words on the ath frame to the words on the bth frame. Since
the relative position involves a pair of words, the “opp”
index of the mth quadrant in Line 8 is used to avoid the
Figure 2. The difference between SCC and the WSA. P is the
conditional probability. SCC: sliding coordinates coding; WSA:
word spatial arrangement.
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duplicate traverses when the opposite word is the origin.
Formula “j ði þ 1Þ toN” in Line 3 is under the assump-
tion that the set of visual words has the time order, that is, ti
is non-monotone increasing with i.
Temporal cutting scheme
Long-range human activities are always composed by
multiple sub-actions, where each sub-action means there
is no interruption of the motion appearance. We propose
to compute the local SCC inside the independent sub-
action clip. Then, it is a problem that how to cut the
video into such clips. Big cutting size is not enough for
segment sub-actions, while small size always results in
over segmentation. Basically, a video can be cut into
equal sizes, but the parameter involved such as the clip
size is fixed and cannot adapt to all action classes. A
good cutting method should be robust to different video
scales and action speeds. In this section, we propose a
temporal cutting scheme based on the temporal changes
of the feature appearance. The key idea is that a con-
tinuous sub-action guarantees the continuous appearance
of motion features. The end of a sub-action must gen-
erate some null video frames which have no feature,
before the next sub-action occurs. A sequence of con-
tinuous null frames could be used as a gap between the
before and after clips.
The realistic situation is that local feature extraction
always involves random errors. Frames having noisy fea-
tures should also be classified as null frames, for which we
propose to estimate the feature sparsity.
Sparsity estimation
We utilize the information statistic method to set the
threshold for the sparsity degree of being a null frame. In
Algorithm 2, we define a sparsity factor according to the
error processing criterion which states that if the measure-
ment error is threee times larger than the standard error, the
current data point will be regarded as a singular data
(deleted and substituted with arithmetic average value).
While the observation continues, we update the temporary
variables  and σ, which represent the average number of
features and the standard error, respectively. Then, the new
input frame, which has equal or fewer number of features
than the current sparseFactor, will be regarded as a null
frame. Original features on the null frame seem to be noises
and will be removed from the feature set of the video.
Cutting and coding
It is intuitive to use a sequence of continuous null frames as
a gap between two clips. Illustrations of finding gaps are
shown in Figure 3. For each video clip, we compute the
local SCC as shown in Algorithm 1. Then, we sum up local
SCC vectors to construct the final descriptor of the whole
video. Coding details are given in Algorithm 3. The mini-
mum gap size " indicates that a gap should contain at least "
null frames. Here, minf"g ¼ 1, and " ¼ þ1 indicates
there is no gap, or no cut in the video. The complexity of
Algorithm 3 is Oðn2 M þ nÞ. Since the value of M is
fixed as an empirical value, the complexity is simplified
as Oðn2Þ, where the number of words determines the time
cost. In other words, if the number of words is limited to be
no larger than a constant value, our Algorithm 3 can be
efficiently implemented.
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Experiments and discussions
The experiments are conducted as follows. The first step is to
extract local feature descriptors from action sequences. Then,
K-means clustering is employed to generate visualwords, and
our SCC method is used to encode the relative position of
visual words, generating compact action representations. At
last, we utilize a nonlinear Support Vector Machine (SVM)
for classification.
In this section, we first describe the action data sets we
used and basic settings for feature extraction. Then, we
present the comparisons with baseline and state-of-the-art
methods. Finally, we present the influences brought by the
parameters in the proposed method.
Data sets
To evaluate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed
method for human action recognition, experiments are con-
ducted in four public data sets: KTH, Rochester Activities,
IXMAS, andUCFYouTube. These data sets are very different
from each other. KTH6 involves difficulties, such as shadows
and scale changes, whereas Rochester Activities23 contains
the videos that are long-range living activities. IXMAS33 is
filmed at multiple view angles, and UCFYouTube34 includes
low-resolution videos collected from websites.
KTH is an important milestone in the literature of human
action recognition, and it has been widely tested, for exam-
ple, in the works of Kovashka and Grauman,14 Savarese
et al.,15 Messing et al.,23 and Bregonzio et al.35 The KTH
database contains 2391 sequences and all sequences were
taken over homogeneous backgrounds with a static camera
with 25 frames per second (fps) frame rate. The spatial
resolution is 160  120 pixels. It contains six types of
human actions (walking, jogging, running, boxing, hand
waving, and hand clapping) performed by 25 people in four
different scenarios: outdoors, outdoors with scale variation,
outdoors with varying clothes, and indoors.
Rochester Activities is a high-resolution video data set of
activities of daily living.Videowas taken at 1280 720 pixel
resolution, at 30 fps. It contains 10 classes of daily activities:
answering a phone, chopping a banana, dialing a phone,
drinking water, eating banana, eating snacks, looking up a
phone number in a book, peeling a banana, eating food with
silverware, and writing on a white board. Each activity is a
long-range sample composed by a sequence of sub-actions.
Videos are divided into five sets basedon five different actors,
and each set contains three repetitions of 10 classes. This data
set has been tested in the works of Messing et al.,23 Escorcia
and Niebles,36 Glaser and Zelnik-Manor,37 and Liu et al.8
IXMAS is used to evaluate the robustness of the proposed
method in videos of multiple view angles. It contains 1980
videos including 13 daily-life motions, each of which is per-
formed three times by 12 individuals. The video sequences
were taken at 390  291 pixel resolution, at 23 fps, under
original views of five cameras. The actors arbitrarily choose
position and orientation.We use the first four angles at which
the whole body can be seen. Note that the definition of action
classes strictly accords to the newest article.38
UCF YouTube includes personal action videos col-
lected from Youtube websites. It contains 1168 video
sequences in total. This data set has the following proper-
ties: (1) steady cameras and shaky cameras; (2) clutter
backgrounds; (3) variations in action speed and scale; (4)
varying view point; and (5) low resolution. There are 11
categories: basketball shooting, volleyball spiking, trampo-
line jumping, soccer juggling, horse-back riding, cycling,
diving, swinging, golf swinging, tennis swinging, and
walking (with a dog). There exist some difficulties that first
four actions are easily confused with “jumping,” and all the
“swing” actions share some common motions.
Basic settings
The proposed method is transparent to the selection of local
feature detector and descriptor. However, different features
Figure 3. A sequence of null frames is used as a gap. The size of
gap-1 is 2 and the size of gap-2 is 5.
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are used for different data sets for a fair comparison with
other works. Laptev’s detector39 is applied to KTH,
Rochester Activities, and IXMAS data sets, to generate
sparse STIPs. For the most challenging UCF YouTube,
we use a refined detector of the dense trajectory.31 As
shown in Figure 4, the refined detector removes very
straight trajectories which are usually detected on pass-
ing objects. Both sparse and dense features are described
by the 162-dimensional HoG–HoF, following previous
work.14,12
K-means clustering is applied to generate visual words,
with 800 clusters for KTH, 500 clusters for Rochester
Activities, 4000 clusters for IXMAS, and 4000 clusters for
UCF YouTube. These cluster numbers are referred to or
close to the settings proposed by Savarese et al.,15 Glaser
and Zelnik-Manor,37 Wang et al.,31 and Liu et al.8 Recog-
nition is conducted uniformly using a nonlinear SVM with
a w2 kernel.40 Leave-one-out-cross-validation is adopted for
the training testing. In IXMAS, we use the videos of the
first four angles where the whole body can be observed. In
each round, the videos at one viewpoint are used for testing,
and the rest for training. The recognition accuracy is the
ratio of the number of correct predictions and the total
number of tests. For performance measure, we report the
average accuracy over all classes as the final result. Since
random initializations are involved in algorithms, for
example, K-means, all reported accuracies are averaged
over 10 running results.
It should be noted that there are two key parameters in
SCC: the tolerance multiplier a and the minimum gap
width ". In subsection “Baseline evaluations” and
“Comparison with the state of the arts”, these parameters
have default values a ¼ 0:5 and " ¼ 4 for KTH, a ¼ 1
and " ¼ 4 for Rochester Activities, a ¼ 4 and " ¼ þ1
for IXMAS (no video cut), and a ¼ 4 and " ¼ 2 in UCF
YouTube. The sensitivity of the proposed method to the
parameters above is tested in subsection “Comparison with
the state of the arts”.
Baseline evaluations
To evaluate the superiority of the proposed method, com-
parisons are implemented with: BoW model using HoG–
HoF features12; BoW model using dense trajectories31; the
3D version of WSA,30 and the component testing in the
proposed method using: SCC without soft assignment in
the quadrant indexing (i.e. SCC no soft assignment); SCC
with all counting weight equals to 1 (i.e. SCC no weight-
ing); SCC without temporal cutting scheme (i.e. SCC no
cut); and SCC in conjunction with temporal cutting scheme
(i.e. Ours).
Corresponding performances are shown in Table 1. The
proposed method outperforms the baseline BoW model31
by 6.14% in the challenging data set UCF YouTube. More-
over, the proposed method gives surprising improvements
of 20.66–32.37% in the multiple view IXMAS, which indi-
cates that the relative arrangement information encoded by
SCC is highly robust to the view angle changes. Also, we
attribute much to the soft assignment of quadrant indexing,
since the improvement in angle 2 drops off from 20.98% to
5.50% if “SCC no soft assignment” method is adopted. It is
noted that the highest results of IXMAS are obtained in no
cut videos. The reason is that IXMAS actions are mostly
very simple and short motions such as seeing the watch
once with a hand up and down. Temporal segmentation
on such simple actions may result in over-segmentation
and makes nearby features have no contribution to the SCC
vector of each other.
Additionally, we present the results per action class of
UCF YouTube, see Table 2. The proposed method gives
Table 1. Performance comparisons with baselines.
Method KTH Rochester Activities
IXMAS
UCF YouTubeangle1 angle2 angle3 angle4
BoW using sparse STIPs12 0.918 0.85 0.5196 0.5234 0.5196 0.5177 0.6137
BoW using dense trajectories31 0.942 0.9133 0.6692 0.6711 0.6597 0.6635 0.842
3D version of WSA30 0.8833 0.8725 0.6309 0.5781 0.5003 0.6433 0.6967
SCC no soft assignment 0.925 0.8567 0.7096 0.5784 0.6690 0.6412 0.7725
SCC no weighting 0.9350 0.9333 0.7901 0.6567 0.6773 0.7570 0.8513
SCC no cut 0.9413 0.9533 0.8433 0.7332 0.7262 0.8086 0.7967
Ours 0.9883 0.9967 — — — — 0.9034
BoW: bag-of-words; SCC: sliding coordinates coding; STIP: spatial–temporal interest point; WSA: word spatial arrangement.
Figure 4. Comparing the original dense trajectory with our
refined version. A man is waving his hands in a cluttered scene. It is
clear that our refined detector removes the background noises
while reserving the trajectories of “waving” which is the target.
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best results for 9 out of total 11 classes when compared
with baseline methods.31,12
Comparison with the state of the arts
Table 3 compares our results with the state-of-the-art
methods. For different data sets, the state of the arts are
different mainly because that some papers only done
experiments on specific data sets. Most of them are unsu-
pervised methods using local motion features, except Zhu
and Shao45 and Escorcia and Niebles.36 In KTH, we obtain
98.83% which is slightly higher than 98.2% in the works of
Sadanand and Corso,43 where the experiments were imple-
mented with linear SVM classifiers. Sadanand and Corso43
proposed a template model called Action Bank using many
high-level action detectors to construct the final represen-
tation. Our advantage over this model is that SCC encodes
the arrangement/structure of the action video simply by
using low-level features. Usually, low-level feature can
be extracted very effectively and is flexible to different
kinds of video scenario. From this respect, it can be con-
cluded that the proposed method has better applicability
than the Action Bank.
Each video in Rochester Activities contains a sequence
of sub-actions. SCC with temporal cutting scheme achieves
the best accuracy in Rochester, demonstrating that the pro-
posed method can describe the spatial–temporal arrange-
ment of human actions more efficiently.
For recognizing the multiple view videos in IXMAS, our
best rate is 77.78% and is lower than the highest record in
the study by Ciptadi et al.38 Ciptadi et al.38 designed the
specific algorithm to solve the problem of cross-view
action recognition; however, the proposed method is rela-
tively general to be applies to different scenarios of action
recognition.
Zhu andShao45 utilized a semi-supervised learningmethod
and obtained the highest accuracy 91.11% in UCF YouTube.
Though the proposedmethod is unsupervised, it still obtains a
very comparable accuracy 90.34% in this data set.
Parameter evaluation
In IXMAS, the minimum gap size " equals þ1, indicating
that videos are used without any cut. For parameter evalua-
tion, K is tested with K 2 f300; 500; ::; 4000g, and the tol-
erance multiplier a is in f23 ; 22; :::; 24g. Corresponding
recognition accuracies are given in Figure 5. As we can see,
when the size of vocabulary K ranges from 300 to 4000,
Table 3. Performance comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods.
KTH Rochester Activities IXMAS UCF YouTube
Bregonzio et al.35 0.9317 Messing et al.23 0.89 Yan et al.41 0.78 Liu et al.34 0.712
Kovashka and
Grauman14
0.9453 Glaser and Zelnik-
Manor37
0.911 Reddy et al.42 0.7260 Wang et al.31 0.842
Sadanand and Corso43 0.982 Escorcia and Niebles36 0.98 Glaser and Zelnik-
Manor37
0.716 Oneata et al.29 0.89
Beaudry et al.44 0.9532 Liu et al.8 0.9133 Ciptadi et al.38 0.82 Zhu and Shao45 (semi-
sup.)
0.9111
Shao et al.46 0.975 Sun et al.47 0.984 — — Shao et al.46 0.876
Ours 0.9883 Ours 0.9967 Ours 0.7778 Ours 0.9034
Figure 5. Recognition accuracies correspond to different values
of K and a in IXMAS.
Table 2. Accuracy per action class for UCF YouTube, comparing
with the results of baseline methods.31,12
SCC cut denseTraj.31 STIPs12
basketballShooting 0.6930 0.430 0.3070
cycling 0.9917 0.917 0.6505
diving 0.9785 0.990 0.6920
golfSwinging 0.9934 0.970 0.7498
horsebackRiding 0.9028 0.850 0.6500
soccerJuggling 0.8211 0.760 0.6733
swing 0.9358 0.880 0.5767
tennisSwing 0.8050 0.710 0.4432
trampolineJumping 0.9352 0.940 0.6509
volleyballSpiking 0.9896 0.950 0.7044
walking 0.8917 0.870 0.6526
Accuracy 0.9034 0.842 0.6137
SCC: sliding coordinates coding; STIP: spatial–temporal interest point.
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using bigger size vocabulary always brings better result.
The highest accuracy 77:78% is achieved in K ¼ 4000
and a ¼ 4 (or a ¼ 2). However, it can also be noticed
that when a >¼ 4, increasing K from 2100 to 4000 does
not bring much improvement of recognition accuracy, so
we do not still increase the vocabulary size. Note that Paper
76 constrains the size of vocabulary referred to the setting
of related work.
In KTH, Rochester Activities, and UCF YouTube, we
use the default vocabulary sizes which are referred to the
settings of related works. Then, we compare the results
using the minimum gap size " 2 f1; 2; :::; 25g and the
tolerance multiplier a 2 f23; 22 ; :::; 24g. Figure 6(a) to
(c) presents the results of three data sets. It can be observed
that most curves have a tendency of increasing from
a ¼ 1=16 to 1 and decreasing from a  16.
The algorithm of SCC is based on dividing the space–
time domain into eight quadrants, that is, a standard 3D
Cartesian coordinate system. Intuitive idea may rise that
different partition ways can also be used in the proposed
method. Therefore, we vary the size of partition and
compare the performance of the proposed method using
eight quadrants with the performances using 2, 4, and 16
partitions, see in Figure 7. Specifically, the 2-quadrant
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6. Recognition accuracies correspond to different values of " and a in KTH, Rochester, and UCF YouTube.
Figure 7. Recognition accuracies using 2, 4, 8, and 16 partitions of the video space.
Ding et al. 9
system is just the partition in time axis, that is, the rela-
tive positions include “before” and “after” only. The 4-
quadrant system discards the time-axis partition of the
standard 3D Cartesian coordinate system, while the 16-
quadrant system reserves the time axis and doubles the
spatial division into eight partitions. As it is shown in
Figure 7, more defined partitions always get better per-
formances for KTH and IXMAS data sets. However, this
phenomenon is not the same for recognizing long-range
activities in Rochester Activities and the clustered videos
in UCF YouTube. The reason might be over-
segmentation of the video space brings about too much
align deviation during the calculation of SCC vector dis-
tances, especially when the vectors are obtained from
complicated or noisy videos.
Conclusion and future work
Instead of working toward complex models, this article
proposes a simple but efficient way to code the arrange-
ment of local visual words into a compact action
descriptor. Basic idea is that using a local SCC to
encode the relative positions of visual words in a statis-
tic manner. The descriptor of the whole video is
obtained by applying global SCC on all video clips
generated by temporal cutting scheme. These steps
mainly depend on the neighborhood distribution around
each visual word, hence they are free from tedious para-
meter selection. The proposed method is based on the
relative position, so it is robust to the variations of video
scale and view angle. And by using a temporal cutting
scheme, the proposed method can deal with the data sets
which contain long-range human activities. Another
advantage of the proposed method lies in that the SCC
vector is much more compact than that of co-occurrence
or pyramid coding method since its dimensionality is
only several times of the cluster number. The perfor-
mance of SCC vector has been evaluated in four public
data sets containing of very different difficulties. We
find that using the arrangement of basic visual words
and typical SVM classifiers can also achieve the state-
of-the-art performance than designing complex action
representation. More importantly, the framework of the
proposed method is available for using different kinds of
local features and clustering algorithms if only they can
provide the set of visual words.
The proposed SCC can efficiently encode local spatial–
temporal information among short video clips. In future
work, we plan to encode long-term spatial–temporal infor-
mation by combining SCC and temporal pyramid struc-
ture.12 To tackle with speed variations, energy-based
temporal pyramid structure48 can also be used to divide
long-term video into multi-scale short clips. The temporal
information among clips can be captured by decision level
fusion of hierarchical SCC representations.
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